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Act No. 6 of 2014 on Village brings a new paradigm in enhancing leadership competencies Village Head in South Lampung regency, which aims to determine the influence of leadership competencies on the performance of the head of the village in the conduct of rural development, and to determine the influence of leadership competencies together the performance Apparatus village. A common phenomenon shows that the village head generally do not have sufficient competence or the ability to be able to move or improve the development and increase the participation of rural communities that led in rural development.

The formulation of the problem of this research is: How fulfillment village chief competence in performing the task of rural development and fulfillment apasajakah inhibiting factor in implementing the tasks village head village development.

Approach to the problem that is in use is normative and juridical approach empiris.Data in use is the primary and secondary data. The data has been processed and presented in narrative form, then presented or construed to be done discussant and qualitative analysis, and then to hereinafter drawn a conclusion.

Based on the results of research and discussion in mind that the fulfillment of Competence head Rantau Petroleum to carry out the task of rural development is done by: providing formal education, training and vocational education, organizational management, as well as, an effective selection system as needed. To be able to create the proper renewal and creation and applicable so that people can assess and make a positive view of the leadership of the head of the village and can be said is able to perform the tasks pembangunan village.
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